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Purcell-Cutts House: Introduction
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Edna S. Purcell (Purcell-Cutts) House, Minneapolis, 1913
Mia 90.92, 2328 Lake Place

Photo: Karen Melvin





Hidden Histories at the Purcell-Cutts House 

Broaden context to explore issues relevant today
• Neighborhoods around 1910 and 

Minneapolis’s African-American population
• Lives of craftsmen & workers at the house
• Women and architecture c. 1913
• Hygiene, design, and Purcell’s health
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Hidden Histories
Neighborhoods around 1910 and 
Minneapolis’s African-American population



1913: Who lived where in Minneapolis

• Purcell’s reference to the “colored man” who stoked 
the coal furnace
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Minnesota’s Black Population in 1910



Racially Restrictive Covenants

Pre-Covenants, turn of the 19th century:
• Race-conscious urban residents couldn’t count on social 

distance from members of a race they disdained, so physical 
separation became something they thought was important 
and that they could control

• Informal intimidation was used around the turn of the 19th 
century to establish white “ownership” of a neighborhood, 
though difficult to accomplish among neighbors who were not 
in solidarity

• Plessy vs. Ferguson in 1896 and separation of races with 
“separate but equal” facilities; segregation laws were about 
physical distance into the 1960s

• Early attempts were through common law of nuisance and 
zoning legislation; 

• Nuisance was rejected as being too broad as to be defined by 
race, if not tied to a noxious activity

• First racial zoning ordinance passed in Baltimore in 1910, 
followed by other cities

• These were challenged by NAACP and struck down by U.S. 
Supreme Court as it “impeded a person’s ability to own and 
dispose of substantial tangible property”

• With these options unavailable, the last legal option was 
through private agreements among owners: racially 
restrictive covenants agreed upon by property owners and 
that ran with the deed
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From Saving the Neighborhood: Racially Restrictive Covenants, Law, and Social Norms
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press), 2013

With Covenants:
• “In the case of covenants initiated by developers, the case 

is clear; there was no community at all prior to the 
development. There the developers wrote the racial 
restrictions that informed new entrants about the 
behavior and attitudes that would be expected, and that 
also informed the disfavored would-be purchasers that 
they were not welcome.”

• While racial covenants were widespread in the U.S. during 
the first half of the 20th century, there were not a lot of 
cases about them; they seemed to have operated silently, 
“sending signals both to insiders and to outsiders about 
who was and who was not wanted.”

• Intimidation - these legal documents relieved white 
neighbors from having to engage in direct communication 
with minorities to stay away

• Supposedly kept the neighborhood “safe” without having 
to resort to violence

• “The primary function of racial covenants was to signal 
neighborhood intent, both to neighbors themselves and 
those who would be rejected...their legal status was of 
particular importance where neighborhood cohesion was 
not entirely certain--in the loose-knit as opposed to the 
close-knit neighborhoods.”



Racial Covenants in Minneapolis

• Edmund G. Walton, British-born man who came to 
Minneapolis in 1880s, began developing real estate

• His success allowed for him to commission a house at 
802 Mount Curve Avenue in 1893 (now demolished)
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Edmund G. Walton’s Legacy

Edmund G. Walton House, “Grey Court,” 802 Mount Curve (now 700 Douglas 
Ave.), 1893, demolished 1959; Photo: Minnesota Historical Society
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700 Douglas Ave. today, via Google Street View



Racial covenants in Minneapolis

• Walton’s house, Grey Court, decorated in the popular 
Moorish style by John Scott Bradstreet

• Ironically did not allow the people whose traditions he 
co-opted to buy houses in his developments; he 
introduced racial covenants to Minneapolis in 1910:
• Refused sale or lease to people of “Chinese, 

Japanese, Moorish, Turkish, Negro, Mongolian, or 
African blood or descent”
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Edmund G. Walton’s legacy

John Scott Bradstreet, designer, Drawing Room, Edmund G. Walton 
house, 802 Mt. Curve, Minneapolis, 1893. Photo: Minnesota Historical 
Society

Douglas Volk, Portrait of
John Bradstreet, 1890,
Mia, Gift of John Scott 
Bradstreet  06.2



Racial Covenants in Minneapolis

• 1909 – Walton Hills 2nd Addition in Cedar/Dean/Isles 
neighborhood listed with racial covenants 

• This uncovered through recent research by Rebecca 
Walker and shared in the presentation “Greenspace, 
White Space: Race, Real Estate, and the Minneapolis 
Park and Recreation Board” to Minnesota Chapter of 
the Society of Architectural Historians, February 17, 
2022 (image credit: Rebecca Walker)
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Edmund G. Walton’s Legacy
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Racial Covenants in Minneapolis

• Developed much of the Longfellow neighborhood’s 
eastern area, near the Mississippi River and 
Minnehaha Park 

• Edmund Boulevard named for him
• Died in 1919, but business partners used racial 

covenants in marketing to potential Minneapolis 
homeowners for another decade or more

• MN Legislature prohibited their use in 1953, but still 
included on some house deeds in MN; outlawed 
nationally in 1968
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Edmund G. Walton’s Legacy

Edmund G. Walton advertisement for lots near Minnehaha Park, Minneapolis Tribune, 
January 17, 1909. Research courtesy Mapping Prejudice Project, 
https://mappingprejudice.umn.edu/stories/edmund-blvd-nfa/index.html
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Lake of the Isles 
Longfellow 
Neighborhood



Mapping Prejudice Project
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University of Minnesota, https://mappingprejudice.umn.edu/

https://mappingprejudice.umn.edu/


Racial Covenants in Minneapolis

• When starting tours outside – visitors often ask 
about the neighboring houses and development of 
the neighborhood

• When starting tours inside –
• perhaps within the context of Purcell’s design for 

his ”dream home” near the lake and the fact that 
he took for granted that he could live in that 
neighborhood

• When talking about the man who stoked the coal 
furnace
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Where to discuss?



Hidden Histories
Lives of craftsmen & workers at the house



Craftsmen, workers at the house
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Window conservation project, 2016

• August Lennartz was general contractor for the 
house

• Many subcontractors for details of the house
• Windows created by Mosaic Art Shops, 

Minneapolis, run by E.L. Sharretts
• Window conservation project, 2016, funded by 

Minnesota Legacy Amendment
• Six windows and sashes conserved along with 

sashes of two other windows on second floor; one 
other window conserved at that time

• Windows conserved by Midwest Art Conservation 
Center 

• Windows at the house are zinc-camed windows, 
not lead-camed, which is a less hazardous material
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Gillian Thompson, art glass conservator
specializing in zinc camed windows, 
remounting the windows in sashes 
in 2016



Craftsmen, workers at the house

• Nick Doyle of Chiral Arts, LLC completed the work
• Restored woodwork to original jin-di-sugi treatment
• Produced a finish that is true to the architect’s 

original conception and reduces future maintenance
• Uses safer materials, since original finish was 

produced using creosote, which is toxic and 
considered carcinogenic today

• Exterior cypress and spruce wood trim stripped of 
opaque stain, water repellant preservative applied

• High and low grain will be more distinct with this 
treatment, unlike with opaque stain
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Exterior woodwork conservation, 2018-2021

Front door area with opaque
stain removed
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Opaque stain

Door conserved
as part of window
project

Storm door insert 
With original 
jin-di-sugi
treatment

Side door
Woodwork detail
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Hidden Histories
Women and Architecture c. 1913



Women and architecture c. 1913

• She was hired by Purcell and Feick in 1908, worked at 
firm until 1915

• A minority in American architecture and especially 
progressive architecture; Marion Mahony Griffin more 
studied

• Purcell mentions Parker in his writings, but those 
mentions are hard to find; her collection at NWAA is small

• Mentioned in a footnote in David Gebhard dissertation of 
1957

• Discussed by Mark Hammons in Minnesota 1900: Art and 
Life on the Upper Mississippi, not all accurate info

• Mentioned by Dixie Legler/Christian Korab involvement in 
At Home on the Prairie: The Houses of Purcell and Elmslie 

• Nicole Watson M.A. thesis, University of St. Thomas, 
2007, is most complete study of her life and work to date; 
this information is credited to her research
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Marion Alice Parker

Purcell, Feick and Elmslie office: George Feick left foreground, 
Marion Alice Parker left rear, George Elmslie standing at right of drafting table



Women and architecture c. 1913

• Dates 1873 – 1935

• Born in Reading, MA; family moved to MN in 1881

• Attended University of MN 1892-96, entered College 
of Design as a sophomore

• Took drawing, design, & aesthetics classes, graduated 
with Bachelors in Literature

• Parker teaching at the Holmes School in 1897, drafter 
for the Keith Company starting in 1905 - they ran a 
lifestyle magazine called Keith’s Magazine

• Hired by Purcell and Feick in 1908; one of their first 
hires at the new firm
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Marion Alice Parker

Marion Alice Parker from University of Minnesota yearbook, The Gopher 1896



Women and architecture c. 1913 
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Marion Alice Parker

• Purcell’s progressive ideals and accessibility of 
progressive design to all social classes; this extended 
to democratic operations at the firm and the valuing of 
ideas from anyone in it

• “The good idea…could come from anyone on the 
office or on the job…”; she would be expected to 
participate as anyone else in the firm would, and 
could sign her own work

• She learned organic decoration & design from Elmslie



Women and architecture c. 1913 

Documented projects she designed for the firm:

• Goetzenberger House (1910), 
• 2621 Emerson Avenue South, Minneapolis

• Purcell: “Elmslie had no hand in this house. Miss 
Parker and I alone, hung over the draughting
boards and gave it the best we had and it proved 
on this house a good best.”
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Marion Alice Parker



Women and architecture c. 1913 
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Marion Alice Parker

Documented projects she designed for the firm:

• Buxton Bungalow (1912)
• 424 Main Street East, Owatonna

• Purcell: “Our Miss Parker took great interest in 
this house, and together she and I spent time and 
study on every smallest arrangement and 
detail…Miss Parker and I take credit for the 
design…I remember that Miss Parker was the one 
that [sic] struggled over the details, made the 
drawings, and I leaned over her shoulder and we 
worked things out together.”
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Buxton Bungalow main-floor plan, with “Drawn by MAP,
Traced by MAP” and “Checked by W.P.”
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Marion Alice Parker, business card, n.d.



Women and Architecture, c. 1913

Possible attributions of P&E designs:
• Jorgensen House (1911), Bismarck, ND
• Adair House (1915-16), Owatonna
• Knowlton House (1911), Rochester, MN
• Byrne House (1909), Bismarck, ND
• Gallagher House (1913), Winona
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Marion Alice Parker

Purcell and Elmslie, Gallagher house,
Winona, Minnesota, 1913



Women and Architecture, c. 1913

Independent work after 1915

• Pi Beta Phi Sorority House (now Kappa Alpha 
Psi Fraternity House), 1916
• 1019 University Avenue S.E., Minneapolis

• Parker listed as co-architect with Ethel 
Bartholomew

• Bartholomew graduated from MIT with a 
degree in architecture and was later editor of 
Construction Details, published in St. Paul

• Both worked for Keith’s Magazine in 1916
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Marion Alice Parker



Women and Architecture, c. 1913

Model Home designs

Minnesota State Art Commission
1915 - Model Village House; design similar to
Buxton Bungalow (second place)

Keith’s Magazine
1916 – “Rain on the Roof”
1916 – "The Mary and John House”
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Marion Alice Parker



Women and Architecture, c. 1913

Independent work after 1915

• 1921 – Marion Alice Parker House, 4937 Oliver 
Ave. S., Minneapolis

• 1922 – Frank P. Stover House, Fort Collins, CO
• 1925 - Minnehaha Parkway speculative 

development for Fred Hegg, along with former 
Purcell and Elmslie draftsman Fred Strauel; also
Tudor Revival with some Progressive elements
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Marion Alice Parker

Marion Alice Parker House, Minneapolis, MN



Women and Architecture, c. 1913

Later life

• 1926 – Moves to Laguna Beach, CA, opens up
arts and crafts shop The Home-Spun Shop, 
offering goods from around the world

• Her sister and brother-in-law lived in nearby 
Monrovia

• 1935 – dies on a visit to see Purcell, also living 
in Monrovia
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Marion Alice Parker



Women and architecture c. 1913

• Edna Summy Purcell as a co-designer of the house; 
her feedback passed along in letters between Purcell 
and Elmslie

• She was “crazy to have” high-ceilinged effect in living 
room

• The writing nook was meant as her space
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Edna Summy Purcell



Women and architecture c. 1913

• Other activities in the arts:
• April 1910-11 - Active with College Women’s Club; 

played fairy in “The Twig of Thorn” 1911
• 1916 - Secretary of Chamber Music Society of 

Minneapolis
• Feb. 1916 – Cast in the play “The Florist Shop” at the 

Women’s Club, Minneapolis
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Edna Summy Purcell



Female architects connected to Mia & Minnesota
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Margarete Schutte-Lihotzky

Austrian architect Margarete Schutte-Lihotzky, c. 1930. 
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Margarete_Sch%C3%BCtte-
Lihotzky_Brandst%C3%A4tter_Verlag.jpg#/media/File:Margarete_Schütte-Lihotzky_Brandstätter_Verlag.jpg

Mia’s Frankfurt Kitchen, 1927



Female architects connected to Mia & Minnesota

• Born in Austria in 1912; grew up in a house designed by 
modernist Adolf Loos

• Founded the first architectural firm in Minnesota 
dedicated to Modernism in 1938

• Designed more than 250 residences, including 
prefabricated houses in post-WWII era

• Died 2011
• 2020 biography by Jane King Hession, University of 

Minnesota Press
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Elisabeth “Lisl” Scheu Close



Hidden Histories
Hygiene, design, and Purcell’s health



Hygiene, design, and Purcell’s health

• Germ theory of disease, late 19th century
• Diseases such as tuberculosis were contagious, not 

hereditary
• First public health campaign in America was anti-TB 

campaign around 1900
• Anti-Tuberculosis Society became American Lung 

Association
• Increased hygiene can help prevent disease:

• Hand washing
• No spitting
• Cover your cough 
• No sharing of dishes/utensils
• Fresh air combats germs
For more: The American Experience: “The Forgotten 
Plague: Tuberculosis in America” on PBS
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Tuberculosis prevention, c. 1900

1941 poster, Library of Congress



Hygiene, design, and Purcell’s health

Still no cure for TB until antibiotics became available in 
1940s

• Treatment included fresh air, rest

• For more well-to-do, a private sanatarium

• For those not well off, sanataria run by public health 
departments
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TB treatment before antibiotics

Jewish Consumptive Relief Society sanatorium, Lakewood, Colorado, 
Denver Public Library



Hygiene, Design, and Purcell’s Health
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Design for illness c. 1900 in Europe: Hoffmann’s Purkersdorf Sanatorium

Josef Hoffmann, Purkersdorf Sanatorium, Austria, 1904-5 Josef Hoffmann, “Sitzmaschine” armchair, c. 1905, stained and laminated beechwood, 
brass, original cushions, The Modernism Collection, Gift of Norwest Bank Minnesota 
98.276.243



Hygiene, Design, and Purcell’s Health
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Design for illness c. 1900 in the United States

• Adirondack Cottage Sanitarium in Saganac Lake 
opened by Edward Trudeau, a TB survivor who 
established research lab and treatment facility for 
well-to-do city dwellers with the disease

• Bungalow designs provided those coming for 
treatment with plenty of fresh air



Hygiene, Design, and Purcell’s Health

• New Yorkers sought the cure, either healthy air or 
treatment for tuberculosis, in the Adirondacks

• Reclining chair forms developed for better 
convalescent posture, based on steamer chairs and 
European models

• The Adirondack chair evolved from these “cure chairs” 
which were more like a chaise longue

• “Westport Chair” (left, Yale University Art Gallery 
collection), made on Lake Champlain starting in 1904, 
brought the design to the mainstream

• TB sufferers used them even when their illness wasn’t 
acute, since they could go in and out of remission
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Design for illness c. 1900 in United States



Hygiene, Design, and Purcell’s Health

In Minnesota, October 1918:
• Closures of movie houses, churches, schools
• No crowding on public transportation 
• Avoid any public assemblies
• Report cases to medical professionals
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1918 Flu Epidemic

October 12, 1918, Poster Collection, Blue Earth County Historical Society



Hygeine, design, and Purcell’s health
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Purcell’s history with tuberculosis

Purcell in 1938:

“Had I remained in Chicago, instead of living my days in 
the more healthy outdoor world of Oregon and its more 
peaceful tempo, the ‘t.b.’ which I now know had shown 
itself in 1905, 1912, and again in 1917, although 
unrecognized at the time, would have no doubt finished 
me long ago.”

• 1927: Purcell feeling feverish and weak
• 1930: Finally saw a doctor and diagnosed with 

advanced TB
• Bedrest, surgery, series of sanataria in early 1930s
• Moved to Pasadena by 1935

William Gray 
Purcell 
(1880-1965)



Designs for Hygeine at the house: Hand-washing, easy-to clean 
surfaces
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Sink in front hall closet
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Photo: Karen Melvin

Designs for Hygeine at the house: Hand-washing, easy-to clean 
surfaces



Designs for Hygeine at the house: Hand-washing, easy-to clean 
surfaces
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Maid’s Room with sink Guest Bedroom with sink



Designs for Hygeine: Airflow & fresh air for health & to combat 
disease
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Designs for Hygeine: Sleeping Porch

• Purcell: “outdoor sleeping is done when the weather 
invites as always with the modern sleeping porch.” 

• Sleeping porches included in many of Purcell & 
Elmslie’s other houses including Bradley House, 
Woods Hole, MA (1911); Owre House, Minneapolis 
(1911), and Purcell’s small home in Rose Valley, PA 
(1918)
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Bradley Bungalow, Woods Hole, MA, 1911, sleeping porch 2nd floor 
left



Edna S. Purcell (Purcell-Cutts) house, 1913

2nd Floor 
Plan
←

First floor
Plan →

Sleeping 
Porch 
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Photo: Karen Melvin
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Catherine Gray
House 
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Other solutions: Sleeping tents
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TB patient sleeping in a window tent, 1904, Bellevue Hospital, and 1909 
photo of sleeping tent
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Indoor bed tents and sleeping attire, from Scientific American, 1909



Country Home with Outdoor Sleeping, Living, and Dining Rooms, and 
Sleeping Machine 
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Country Life in America, 1909
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Brochure for attachable Starnook
sleeping porch, c. 1910
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Design and Hygiene
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1920s, Europe: Aalto’s Paimio Sanatorium

Alvar Aalto, Paimio Sanatorium, lecture hall,
Paimio, Finland, 1929-33 Alvar Aalto, Paimio lounge chair, 1931-32, laminated birch,

Bent plywood, The Modernism Collection, Gift of Norwest 
Bank,  98.276.155



Design and Hygiene
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1920s, Europe: Aalto’s Paimio Sanatorium

Aalto’s design for a noiseless wash basin for Paimio Sanatorium patient rooms



Design and Hygiene 
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Lake County Tuberculosis Sanatorium, 1939, Waukegan, Illinois

William A. Ganster with W. L. Pereira and Associates; considered
excellent example of International Style in U.S. & owes debt to Paimio 
Sanatorium Photo: Hedrich Blessing, FROM BUILT IN USA: 1932-1944 (19



Purcell’s TB journey, 1930s
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Dr Frances Marion Pottenger, 1903, on the opening of Pottenger Sanatorium for Diseases of 
the Lungs and Throat, Monrovia, CA
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Pottenger Sanatorium, Monrovia, CA, 1929 photo Pottenger Sanatorium, undated postcard (c. 1920s)
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Southern Sierras Sanatorium, Banning, CA, (1 hour east of Monrovia), 
1912 photo

Southern Sierras Sanatorium ad, 1929



Full circle: Public Health and COVID-19
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Learning from the past, optimism for getting through the present

Bloomberg, August 1, 2020 The Atlantic, March 21, 2020



Full circle: Public Health and COVID-19

79Minneapolis Star Tribune (from NYT) July 30, 2021



Resources

Mapping Prejudice Project: https://mappingprejudice.umn.edu/

Brooks, Richard R.W. and Carol M. Rose, Saving The Neighborhood: Racially Restrictive Covenants, Law, and Social Norms: 
https://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674072541

Jim Crow of the North documentary: https://www.tptoriginals.org/learn-about-minneapolis-history-of-racial-covenants-in-jim-crow-of-
the-north-full-episode/

Nicole M. Watson, “Marion Alice Parker: Pioneering Woman Architect and the Progressive Prairie School,” M.A. Thesis, University of St. 
Thomas, 2008

Jane King Hession, Elizabeth Scheu Close: A Life in Modern Architecture: https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/elizabeth-
scheu-close

The Forgotten Plague: Tuberculosis in America: https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/plague/

Nancy Tomes, The Gospel of Germs: Men, Women, and the Microbe in American Life: 
https://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674357082

Beatriz Colomina, X-Ray Architecture:
https://www.lars-mueller-publishers.com/x-ray-architecture
Thank you! jolivare@artsmia.org
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https://mappingprejudice.umn.edu/
https://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674072541
https://www.tptoriginals.org/learn-about-minneapolis-history-of-racial-covenants-in-jim-crow-of-the-north-full-episode/
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/elizabeth-scheu-close
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/plague/
https://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674357082
https://www.lars-mueller-publishers.com/x-ray-architecture
mailto:jolivare@artsmia.org
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